
From:Editor VolusiaExposed <editor@volusiaexposed.com>
To:gretlplessinger@fdle.state.fl.us
Cc: leemassie@fdle.state.fl.us

Subject:PRR - S.A. Warren's Edwards' Review
Date:Mon, 20 Jul 2020 10:20:27 -0400

Good Morning Gretl:

Notice that S.A. Warren completed his review of Edwards' in-custody
death.

Got the five (5) page report off the Internet.

Please consider this a PRR for the report, we wish our copy to come
directly from FDLE - and for any other documents
FDLE feel are significant, in order for us to make a fair "review" of
the "review".

Please use our below listed email address as our point of contact.

We intend to publish an article within the next 12-48 hours.

Our initial observations / concerns are as follows.

1. S.A. Warren did not point out BCSO's failure to memorialize
Deputy Blazewicz's and Otto's apparent romantic relationship. We found
that a significant failure - regarding a homicide investigation /
review.

2. Edwards documented vitals - 64 pulse - 98% oxygen saturation
- just after being placed in the restraint chair. Our medical
professional has advised us - that a 64 pulse is a resting pulse. That
pulse doesn't appear consistent with a man that just fought several
deputies - was tased, and pepper sprayed - and is alleging dying of
excited delirium.

Why would a jail nurse give oxygen to a man with a 98% blood
saturation? Why didn't S.A. Warren question any of this?

3. 19 cameras angles? Does that denote that 19 cameras were
running during the nearly 2 hrs (1:09 pm to 3:05 pm) event? S.A. Warren
states that he reviewed the jail surveillance video at the BCSO on June
25, 2020. That he did NOT take custody of a copy of the video. IF 19
cameras captured 2 hrs of video - that equates to 38 hours of video.
There is no way S.A. Warren reviewed all that video during his June 25
visit. He could have only viewed a video montage of the event - that
had been prepared by the BCSO - the subject of the review. 
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4. S.A. Warren's statement that when Edwards was placed in the
restraint chair - and that he had no apparent injuries (viewable of
course). Then - where, when and how did Edwards received the injuries
that are noted within his hospital photos and the autopsy report - if
he didn't receive them during the five minute fight with the deputies? 

Remembering that it ONLY took a Minneapolis police officer less than 9
minutes to publicly murder George Floyd - how long would it take a
couple deputies to do the same to a man in the privacy of a jail
holding cell - while the man is secured in a restraint chair?
Especially to a man, that had just sent one of their fellow deputies to
the hospital for head injuries? (motive, opportunity, and means - come
to mind)

How confident is S.A. Warren that he "reviewed" all the video - or did
he just view the video montage BCSO wanted him to review? How does a
man go within minutes, from a 64 pulse and 98% blood oxygen saturation
- with no observable injuries - to being transported to the hospital -
placed on a vent - and dead the next day? Why wouldn't a law
enforcement investigator want to know the when, where or how -
regarding how a suspected homicide victim received his / her injuries?

All questions, we suspect that former FDLE profiler / investigator
Dayle Hinman would have asked within her famous T.V. series.
Apparently, FDLE is not what it use to be.
https://truecrimemama.com/tag/profiler-dayle-hinman/

We look forward to our requested records.

Regards,

VolusiaExposed.Com
editor@volusiaexposed.com

bcc - several
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